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Daniel: Lives of Integrity, Words of Prophecy - Leader Guide by Beth Moore provides the

step-by-step guidance for a leader to facilitate this 12-week women&#39;s Bible study. Join Beth in

a faith-building study of prophecy and learn how to live with integrity in today&#39;s self-absorbed

society. The prophet Daniel faced unbelievable pressures to compromise his faith, to live in a hostile

culture, and to confront temptations and threats. Today, believers in Jesus Christ face many of the

same trials.This Old Testament Bible study falls in two parts and can be used as one (12 session)

study or two separate (6 session) studies. The first portion, from Daniel chapters 1-6, deals with

Daniel&#39;s life as he faced the kind of pressures and temptations Christians encounter today.

Daniel models how to develop enduring integrity in an enticing world. The second portion, chapters

7-12, explores thrilling prophecies from the time of Daniel through the second coming of Jesus

Christ.The Leader Guide includes:Step-by-step instructions for facilitating the group sessions using

the Member Book and DVD video sessionsRetreat Guide with schedule and helps for enlisting and

conducting the retreatViewing Guide and Final Test AnswersAdoration, Confession, Thanksgiving

Prayer Guide
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I have really enjoyed doing this study... very informative, applicable to today, lots of homework but a

great way to get into the Word and learn so much. It's so worth the effort! God has already begun to

teach me alot about living in our country, America, thru this book. It challenges, encourages and



stretches your mind. I can't wait to do more each week and the DVDs that go along with it are a

great way to see Beth's heart and hear her speak to open up what God has shown her thru the

book of Daniel.

This study is pivital in understanding the Old Testament. It took a lot of my time searching through

the Bible for references. It was very involved. Plan to do lots of homework!

The book arrived right on time! The leaders guide is a concise guide to leading the Beth Moore

Daniel study prayerfully with recommended prayers, and efficiently with to do lists before, during

(what questions from the workbook to ask), and after each session. It is well worth the cost. It even

provides the video fill in the blanks--but the videos have so much more than just the fill in the blanks

that they are not to be missed! I'm very glad I purchased the leaders guide. The 2 hours fly by so I

need all the help I can get to keep on track. In planning the first hour of discussion, I go through the

leaders guide and the workbook at the same time, and mark in the workbook the amount of time

that I'll spend on each question and the actual time to finish and end each question so I know how

much time we have left leading up to the video which takes about 60 min. The leaders guide is a

little unrealistic leaving only 10 minutes for prayer requests and prayers (we are women and we love

to catch up!), but I'm considering no longer talking about prayer requests first, and just launching

into prayer time, where anyone who wants can jump in with a prayer, saving catch up time for the

end of the evening if anyone wants to stay after the 2 hours. Also, the leaders guide groups the

questions by type (factual or personal), rather than day of the week, but I just go in order of the

workbook since it makes the discussion easier on the leader and the women to remember their

answers.

This is by far one of her best studies....I'll just say it like she does, if you get this study and do it, you

are in for the ride of your life! Get the video segments for 4.99 each on her website .... you will be so

very blessed!!

My Bible Babes group is only on week 3 of this book, but so far we LOVE it! We've been studying

the book of Daniel at church, but this has opened our eyes to understanding it on an entirely new

level. We are having a great time coming together each week to go over it! I highly recommend this

study! You DO need the videos & study material to go along with it. I wouldn't try to get by without it

because it is such a huge part of the study! Get it - you'll be glad you did!!!



This is an outstanding Bible study and this workbook has helped me remember the lessons clearly.

The book arrived well packaged, sent quickly and was sold at a good price. I have been well

pleased with this item.

I expected to have more of an input on leading this bible study with the help of this book..not much

help at all.

This is an excellent Bible study. Beth Moore brings all the lessons in Daniel into our daily lives with

humor, passion, and knowledge. I fully recommend it for anyone interested in relating Daniel to

today.
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